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Abstract: Within software development, wikis are currently mainly used for 
brainstorming and documentation purposes or error management and project coor-
dination. This article describes four advanced application scenarios for wiki sup-
port in software development processes: Requirements Engineering, Traceability 
and Rationale Management, Architectural Knowledge Sharing, and Lessons 
Learned Management in a distributed knowledge infrastructure. Finally, we will 
give a conclusion by summarizing the main advantages and drawbacks of the pre-
sented innovative uses of wikis in software engineering. 

1 Introduction 

Wikis are easy to use but powerful tools for collaborative knowledge formation and 
knowledge sharing. Due to their widespread adoption in Web communities, wikis are 
being increasingly employed in enterprise settings [MaWY06], especially in software 
development projects. Their current uses in software development range from brain-
storming and documentation to error management and project coordination. However, 
there is still potential for a more extensive support of software processes, which has not 
been fully tapped yet. The question is therefore how other core and supporting activities 
in Software Engineering (SE) can benefit from innovative uses of wikis. 

This article describes new applications of wikis to support various SE activities. First, 
we give an outline of wikis in general and the more recent “semantic wikis”, which en-
hance traditional wikis to allow machine-interpretable content marking and contribute to 
an integrated process support. After a short overview of wiki applications in SE, we 
describe four concrete application scenarios and corresponding prototype implementa-
tions: Requirements Engineering (RE), Traceability and Rationale Management (TRM), 
Architectural Knowledge Sharing, and Lessons Learned Management in a distributed 
knowledge infrastructure.  

The process of RE, the initial phase of a software development project, comprises re-
quirements elicitation, analysis, specification, and validation for the planned system. For 
this purpose, wikis are a lightweight and agile alternative to many commercial and par-



tially very complex solutions. In RE and the following phases of software design, inter-
dependencies of requirements and between requirements and the resulting artifacts, as 
well as the rationale they are based on, should be made accessible (TRM). For the col-
lection and cross-linking of such information, a systematic TRM-process is necessary 
and Wiki-systems can be appropriate implementation tools due to their usability and 
hypertext capabilities. They can also serve for architectural knowledge sharing by ena-
bling multi-perspective, collaborative documentation and exchange of different views of 
software architectures. By leveraging the semantic power of semantic wikis, additional 
value can be achieved, e.g. with regard to advanced browsing, querying, and searching 
of the knowledge base. The Ontobrowse semantic wiki, which is described in section 
3.4, is an example of a semantic wiki tool supporting this application scenario. Finally, 
we present ToMaWiki, a semantic wiki that can be used as a front end to a distributed, 
topic map-based knowledge infrastructure and can be employed, for example, to imple-
ment a Lessons Learned Management System (LLMS) for storing, synthesizing, and 
reusing software project knowledge according to the Experience Factory organizational 
concept [BaCR94]. We conclude by summarizing the main advantages and drawbacks of 
the presented innovative uses of wikis in software engineering.   

The methods and tools introduced in this paper have mainly been developed in the con-
text of the CollaBaWue research project1. The first two examples are based on the wiki 
system of CodeBeamer2, a collaborative software development platform from Intland, 
but can be transferred to most other wiki systems. The Ontobrowse semantic wiki has 
been developed from scratch, and ToMaWiki uses the open source semantic wiki Ikewi-
ki3 as its foundation.  

2 Wikis 

Wiki (Hawaiian for “fast”) is a term used to denote software programs that provide an 
easy method for multi-user web-based cooperation. It is important to distinguish between 
the software required to operate a wiki (“wiki engine”) and a wiki instance (“wiki”, 
“wiki installation”). The well-known online encyclopedia Wikipedia, for example, uses 
the MediaWiki software as its wiki-engine. Although most wiki engines are available as 
open source, the number of commercial products and hosting/ASP vendors in the market 
(e.g. SocialText, JotSpot) has been rising lately. 

                                                           
1 http://www.collabawue.de 
2 http://www.codebeamer.com 
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/ikewiki/ 



A wiki is basically made up of several distinct pages, which are interconnected via hy-
perlinks – comparable to a “small version” of the World Wide Web, which is also made 
up of linked documents. As in web content management systems (WCMS), wiki pages 
can be directly created and modified using a Web browser. However, they do not have 
fixed content categories or limited user rights. Generally, all users can edit the contents 
of a wiki by using a simple wiki language or a WYSIWYG editor. When a user edits a 
page, a revision history is saved so that previous versions can always be restored. Thus, 
social control replaces complicated rights management in WCMS [EbGl05]. 

Since the basic functions of wikis are as simple as those of common web-based email 
services, they allow an easy start. Although this leads to fast results and user satisfaction 
in editing text-based knowledge, it provides only little help in structuring this knowl-
edge. Thus, with increasing use of the wikis, they tend towards complexity and content 
sprawling [MaWY06]. This leads us to the main drawback of wikis: Although the con-
tent of a wiki page might provide structure and meaning to a human reader, it does not 
possess any machine-interpretable semantics. Advanced knowledge management fea-
tures such as semantic search and metadata-based filtering are thus not available in tradi-
tional wikis. However, a site like Wikipedia could heavily benefit from structuring con-
tent with additional metadata, which can be used to derive a knowledge model 
[VöKr06]. In that way, explicit but informal knowledge embedded in a page could be 
transferred into machine-processible knowledge, which can then be used for semantic 
queries.  

This extension towards so-called “semantic wikis” has been realized in several projects, 
either by implementing a completely new wiki engine or by extending an existing one. 
Although the core idea of all semantic wikis is to provide a machine-processible knowl-
edge model described in the wiki pages, they vastly differ in terms of required user ex-
perience and knowledge representation languages. For example, the Semantic Me-
diaWiki adds some extra syntax for the semantic annotations to the wiki markup lan-
guage [VöKr06]. It therefore realizes a very open approach where a user can optionally 
add semantic markup. Our Ontobrowse semantic wiki, on the other hand, interprets 
every page as an entity, which may be a concept, object property, datatype property, or 
individual object [HaSe07]. Thus, its semantics are defined in a more rigorous style, 
which enables us to acquire semantic data from external knowledge bases. In sections 
3.4 and 3.5, two applications are described and the added value of semantic wikis is 
demonstrated. 

3 Wikis Supporting the Software Development Process 

The wiki technology was invented and originally used by software developers. The first 
wiki, initiated by Ward Cunningham4 in 1995, has served as a knowledge repository for 
design patterns. Since then, software development has been remaining one of the most 
important application areas of the wiki technology [Lour06]. Frequently, a small group 
of users sets up a wiki, which is subsequently used by an ever-growing number of em-

                                                           
4 http://www.c2.com/ 



ployees. The simple availability and installation of wiki engines is especially helpful in 
this respect.  

Aside from open source development communities such as the Apache Foundation and 
smaller enterprises, large software enterprises such as SAP, Novell or Yahoo have 
adopted wikis as well (cp. [HGN06]). General applications in SE comprise knowledge 
transfer, technical documentation, quality and process management, release planning, 
and error tracing [BaMe05, MaWY06, TWIK06]. However, for specific, well-structured 
content, traditional wikis often reach their limits with their core functionality. Thus, add-
ons with specific functionalities are already available for problems such as source code 
documentation [AgDa05, JoSW05] or error tracing [Edge06].  

We will now describe four concrete application domains of wikis in software develop-
ment processes: Requirements Engineering, Traceability and Rationale Management, 
Architectural Knowledge Sharing, and Lessons Learned Management in a distributed 
knowledge infrastructure. Among these, the last two examples make special reference to 
the concept of semantic wikis. 

3.1 Requirements Engineering 

RE, the systematic elicitation, analysis, specification, validation, and management of 
software requirements, is usually being performed either with heavyweight RE tools or 
even with common office software. Traditional RE tools like RequisitePro and DOORS 
as well as office products are widely spread, but were originally not designed for an 
internet-based environment. This causes, for instance, performance problems and ineffi-
cient processes (cp. [IHGH07]). For larger software projects, distributed RE via office 
software can only be regarded as a makeshift solution. Documents often are only distrib-
uted via email but do not get assigned centralized version numbers.  

There are no integrated methods for distributed RE so far. Therefore, we present DisIRE 
(Distributed Internet Based Requirements Engineering), a wiki-supported method for 
distributed, internet-based RE with specific tool support, which can be integrated in 
existing development platforms. DisIRE combines successful RE approaches and ex-
tends them to create a solid theoretical and empirically valid methodical framework5. 
Moreover, DisIRE offers the first integrated RE method for a distributed environment 
where requirements are explicitly taken into account. This method allows a system ven-
dor to perform a largely distributed and at the same time systematical RE process. A 
moderator accompanies all parties through the process as described below.  

3.1.1 Requirement Elicitation and Analysis 

DisIRE follows immediately after the feasibility study. At this point, aside from a vision 
of the planned system, there is also the certainty that the project has realistic goals. Usu-
                                                           
5  Such approaches are: EasyWinWin [Grün03], QuantitativeWinWin [RuEP03] and the Cost-Value-
Approach [KaRy97]. A detailed description of the DisIRE method can be found in [GHHR07]. 



ally the first step includes the requirements elicitation and analysis, which is described in 
this section. 

As face-to-face meetings of all parties involved lead to better results in distributed work 
contexts as well (compare [GeHi06]), an initial meeting takes place with as many par-
ticipants as possible, but no less than one representative from each location and organ-
izational unit involved. The goal is to make sure that all attendants get a uniform picture 
of the planned system.  

After the initial meeting, the requirements are elicited asynchronously and then ana-
lyzed. An overview of the different roles with their corresponding tasks is shown in 
Table 1. When all requirements are commented, consolidated and verified, and it seems 
like no further comments or requirements will be communicated, the moderator can 
freeze these requirements. 

Roles Task 
 
Representative of 
the customers 

• Transmission of requirements 
• Commenting on requirements 
• Identifying unclear technical terminology 
• Definition of unclear technical terminology 
• Extending and specifying vision 

 

Moderator 

• Force specification 
• Consolidation and categorization of requirements 
• Identification of unclear technical terminology 
• Extending and specifying vision 

 
Software Engineer 

• Commenting on requirements 
• Feasibility testing 
• Identification of unclear technical terminology 

Table 1: Roles with their corresponding tasks in  
requirement elicitation and analysis with DisIRE 

 
A wiki is especially suitable for the process described above: for each initial requirement 
a distinct wiki page is created where related comments follow that are consolidated di-
rectly in the description of the requirement. An integrated versioning system guarantees 
that all changes can be traced on each page. Furthermore, articles or particular domains 
are locked during editing to avoid conflicts. Another advantage of wiki systems is the 
possibility to use an integrative glossary: Technical terminology, which is used for the 
description of the requirements and which needs further explanation, can be marked 
through wiki-links and be defined in a glossary. All other asynchronous activities can 
also be thoroughly supported by wiki technology. CodeBeamer, a collaborative software 
development platform from Intland Software6 [RBGH07], has an integrated wiki module 
and was used within the CollaBaWue project for an integral support of the DisIRE proc-
ess [GHHR07]. 

                                                           
6  http://www.intland.com/

http://www.intland.com/


3.1.2 Requirements Selection 

Requirements elicitation and analysis produces a consolidated list of requirements, 
whose full implementation, however, is not always economically rational. The list may 
contain requirements that cause an elaborate implementation but bring little gain. Hence, 
those requirements should be selected whose implementation appears to be rational un-
der economic criteria. Since no wiki technology is used in this step within DisIRE, this 
activity will not be presented here (see [GHHR07]). 

3.1.3 Requirements Specification and Validation 

Subsequent to requirements selection, in order to achieve a certain degree of specifica-
tion for the later steps, the selected requirements have to be specified. If, as in DisIRE, 
stakeholders on the customers' side are asked directly about their requirements, generally 
functional requirements are concerned. Use cases are particularly suitable for the specifi-
cation of this type of requirements. Hence, for an internet-based specification, templates 
for such use cases are made available directly in CodeBeamer's requirements tracker. As 
a result, software engineers can use these templates on every workstation connected to 
the Internet to specify the requirements. Finally, the specified requirements have to be 
validated by the stakeholders on the customers' side to make sure that during the specifi-
cation no information has been lost and no misunderstandings have occurred. This is 
done with the help oft an integrated comments function of CodeBeamer’s Requirements 
Tracker. 

To enable versioning of specifications and respective comments as well as parallel edit-
ing, a wiki was directly integrated into CodeBeamer’s requirements tracker and its 
comments function. In this way, wiki content and other tracker items and artifacts from 
CodeBeamer projects can be referenced very easily and quickly.  

3.2 Traceability and Rationale Management 

In the next phases of software design, interdependencies of requirements and between 
requirements and the resulting artifacts, as well as the rationale they are based on, should 
be made available. This entails, above all, the administration of different interdependen-
cies and the exact reasons and alternatives for each decision, such as modifications, in 
every step of the process [DMMP06]. The more distributed stakeholders are, the more 
complicated this task becomes [RaJa01]. Thus, based on the requirements specifications 
in RE, “Wiki-TRaM” will now be introduced, a Wiki-based TRM-process for informa-
tion acquisition, management, visualization, and analysis. Wiki-TRaM is made up of two 
disciplines, “Collection and Management” and “Visualization and Analysis“, at which 
we will take a closer look below. 



3.2.1 Collection and Management of Traceability and Rationale Information 

Although DisIRE allows systematic requirements elicitation, analysis, and selection, the 
specification is in most cases not yet complete and stable. Therefore, an equally system-
atic change management is also necessary. That is only possible if traceability of the 
development process of the requirements (source traceability), of the dependencies of 
requirements among each other (requirements traceability) and of the resulting artifacts 
(design traceability) is given [Somm04]. The dependencies of pre-specification artifacts 
are vitally important for the requirements and change management within the framework 
of RE. These consist of the requirements descriptions and comments, which are linked 
with the specified requirements from an issue tracker through a corresponding wiki page. 
Issue trackers are used for managing task descriptions and status. These in turn are de-
posited together with the dependencies among the specified requirements, the cost and 
value ratios, as well as the reasons for the selection of the decisions in CodeBeamer’s 
issue tracker. Thus, apart from the traceability and rationale information, the implemen-
tation status of the individual requirements can also be managed and the respective arti-
facts versioned.  

In the next step of the software project, the post-specification phase, relationships be-
tween the specified requirements and the resulting artifacts, e.g. design models, source 
code, and test cases, as well as all essential decisions and their rationale (design ration-
ale) are recorded. For this, wikis offer the necessary functionality for content linking and 
commenting.  

This allows for easier customization, maintenance, and reuse of the system and faster 
training of new project staff. To this end, different trackers for each task field (RE, archi-
tecture design, development, etc.) are used on the CodeBeamer platform and the respec-
tive tasks are linked through their association mechanism or through wiki links. Stan-
dardized relationships between tracker items themselves, artifacts, and external URLs 
are recorded using associations. Besides CodeBeamer’s own document management 
system, artifacts, e.g. source code, from external repositories like Subversion can also be 
referenced. All changes to an artifact require the posting of a comment, or in the case of 
SVN a commented “commit”. Due to the use of wiki comments, relationships to all 
CodeBeamer artifacts and external resources can be established. With the help of these 
mechanisms (associations and wiki links), traceability and rationale information can be 
documented and linked during the entire project.  

3.2.2 Visualization and Analysis of Traceability and Rationale Information  

Based on detailed recording of the information above, a heterogeneous “trace network” 
emerges, which contains relationships between process steps (i.e. tracker items), arti-
facts, and persons involved. For a clearer visualization and a more effective analysis of 
this traceability information, the tool “TraVis” was developed (TraVis = Trace Visuali-
zation). It is a Java-application, which extracts the respective basic information using 
CodeBeamer’s interface and displays it according to role-based filters. These filters 
allow different views for developers, consultants, project managers, etc. The displayed 



artifact categories and relationships can vary. Additionally, individual artifacts, tracker 
items, or users with their direct and indirect traceability network can be extracted. Fur-
ther details of this tool will be left out here, since it only processes data from a wiki. 

3.3 Architectural Knowledge Sharing 

The bridge between requirements engineering and concrete design is software architec-
ture. Many stakeholders are involved in the development and maintenance of an archi-
tecture. Hence, integrated tool support is difficult, because various knowledge needs 
have to be catered for. On the one hand, developers want technical support and guidance 
for their implementation task at hand. On the other hand, architects and business analysts 
demand tools for analysis and documentation. Thus, the actual representation of an ar-
chitecture instance is usually split up into several “views”, such as functional, physical 
or logical [Kruc95]. Most of these views can be assigned a certain purpose, such as qual-
ity, communication, analysis, or reuse [BaCK03, Bosc00]. Software architecture docu-
mentation should include all these views. However, existing tools are often not flexible 
enough to support the requirements of both groups appropriately, which leads to scatter-
ing of architectural knowledge into different information spaces. 

What is sought after is a solution that offers both flexibility in documentation and col-
laboration and a formal basis for leveraging machine-interpretable semantics. Although 
this requirement sounds contradictory at first glance, semantic wikis are a promising 
candidate for solving this trade-off. From our point of view, semantic wikis are well-
suited to bridge the gap between technical and business documentation. First, they en-
courage collaborative documentation and information exchange. Second, they provide 
the means for processing machine-interpretable knowledge, which is required for han-
dling technical descriptions. Within the CollaBaWue project, the Ontobrowse semantic 
wiki has been specifically developed for the sharing of architectural knowledge. It pro-
vides the following main features [HaSe07]: 

• Defining a knowledge structure using ontologies 
• Browsing, querying and searching of a knowledge base 
• Combining informal and formal documentation 
• Integrating asserted knowledge from external sources  
• Consistency checking with rules 

The semantic wiki has been implemented employing the Web Ontology Language 
(OWL) as its knowledge representation format. The knowledge base can be configured 
to use either Jena or Kaon2 as reasoner. There is also experimental support for enforcing 
architectural rules using the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL).  

An application scenario is the documentation of a service-oriented architecture (SOA). 
SOA is an architectural style, which propagates the orchestration of business processes 
from independent, loosely-coupled services. Service-orientation leads to a rising level of 
alignment between business processes and IT implementation. Therefore, it becomes 
more important to monitor and guide the development of the services landscape 



[HaSe07]. Because the black-box specification of a service encourages a higher decoup-
ling of software systems, responsibilities are shared by different service providers – 
together with the associated business and technical knowledge. 

In order to integrate architectural descriptions of a SOA into the wiki, one has to perform 
two distinct steps: First, the users of the wiki need to agree upon a unifying SOA ontol-
ogy. The ontology defines the terminology of the architecture together with relations and 
constraints. The terminology can usually be displayed as a concept hierarchy, with a 
generic concept such as “SOAElement” subsuming more specific concepts such as “Ser-
vice” and “BusinessObject” (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: A generic concept in Ontobrowse 

The ontology reduces conceptual ambiguity and enables information integration. Sec-
ond, a plug-in has to be defined, which performs a mapping of architectural knowledge 
in a given format to the SOA ontology. The plugin can then be configured to crawl for 
matching specification files in one or more directories. As a result, a service specifica-
tion mapped from a WSDL file is displayed on a page together with a property descrip-
tion (see Figure 2). Once an entity has been imported into the knowledge base, it can be 
augmented with textual descriptions and additional metadata. The same pattern can be 
repeated for other types of knowledge, such as requirements or business process specifi-
cations. 

Ontobrowse addresses key issues in the documentation and maintenance of software 
architectures. Previously, the different views of an architectural instance were main-
tained in separate information spaces. The semantic wiki enables the integration of both 
business-oriented and technical knowledge, thus serving as a single point of information 



for all stakeholders. Due to the underlying formal representation based on ontologies, 
searching and querying can be significantly improved. At the same time, the plugin in-
frastructure makes it possible to integrate knowledge from external sources. Architec-
tural descriptions such as service specifications in two different formats can be mapped 
to the same ontology. Finally, the conceptual structure is modular so that additional 
ontologies can be added at any time, e.g. to describe the organizational structure. These 
extension features are particularly important in distributed development settings (cf. 
[Cock96]), where the participants have to share their knowledge with other developers.  

 

Figure 2: An individual object in Ontobrowse 

3.4 Software Engineering Lessons Learned Management 

Enterprise software development today is most often organized in a distributed way, 
involving different sites and organizations in a potentially globally distributed “software 
eco system”. Generally, it will be impracticable to standardize a comprehensive, overall 
ontology on which knowledge management is based for all players and collaboration 
partners in the software eco system. On the contrary, local ontologies will have to be 
used in loosely coupled systems, which, however, must be matched in order to reuse 
knowledge across single sites. To support this scenario, we have implemented the back-
bone infrastructure component for a distributed software development knowledge man-
agement system, which we call a “Topic Grid”. It provides the functionality required to 
be able to exchange knowledge structures between various applications.  



 

In [KoHi03], the basic idea of the Topic Grid is described as being a network of nodes 
each of which provides its own knowledge base in the form of one or more Topic Maps 
(see Figure 3). It can be seen as a superimposed semantic network over a multitude of 
heterogeneous electronic documents and information resources (maintained inside and 
outside the company) providing relevant information to software developers.  The Topic 
Maps are made available for queries from other nodes by means of a standardized proto-
col.  In the Topic Grid, a client is capable of querying all knowledge bases belonging to 
a certain group in parallel, so that a single, transparent view on the knowledge bases and 
knowledge structures is created.  The Topic Grid aims at providing applications with a 
homogeneous view of distributed Topic Maps pretending that the user works with one 
big, connected Topic Map. This is evocative of a typical notion of grid computing, na-
mely the virtualization of a multitude of physically separated computer systems. In 
[KAHS06] and [KoAH08], we describe the design and implementation of a Java-based 
Topic Grid prototype using an access protocol stack for distributed Topic Maps in a 
network to realize the idea of the Topic Grid.  

 
 

 

  

The Grid

Resources 
 

Figure 3: Abstract Sketch of the Topic Grid

To use the Topic Grid infrastructure in a real-world context, we have implemented a 
knowledge management system based on this infrastructure, which will be used to sup-
port software developers collaboratively working together at different locations to per-
form distributed software engineering activities. As Topic Map-aware applications to be 
integrated via the Topic Grid in that setting, we envision, among others, semantic wikis. 
A first prototype of a semantic wiki (“ToMaWiki”) as front end to the Topic Grid has 
already been built. ToMaWiki not only provides typical semantic wiki functionality but 
also a graph-based navigation feature for displaying fragments of the complete Topic 
Grid (cf. Figure 4; [KoSc06]). With the help of this feature, users can quickly jump to 
relevant knowledge topics whose details are then displayed as regular wiki pages. Soft-
ware developers can use this kind of Topic Grid-aware semantic wikis in an ad hoc way 
to document software engineering knowledge or project experience on the fly, which can 
subsequently be accessed from other wikis or applications on the Topic Grid. Software 
developers can use the wikis, for example, to exchange ideas on domain and technical 
issues, to store decisions made and their rationales, to share social information, to iden-
tify and locate experts, to self-coordinate collaborative work tasks, and to track pro-
gresses on project tasks (cf. [ChMa05]). 



 

 
 

Figure 4:   Screenshot of the Graphical Navigation Feature of the Prototypical  
Semantic Wiki Front End to the Topic Grid 

By combining the Topic Grid and the ToMaWiki semantic wiki using Topic Map tech-
nology in the background to provide an ontology that helps to annotate wiki pages and 
links with machine-interpretable metadata, we were able to achieve some important 
goals. First, by sticking to the well-known wiki technology, we provide a very light-
weight approach to knowledge provisioning that does not significantly hinder the core 
software development process. By using wikis with semantic enhancements, we achieve 
the benefits leveraged by ontology-based semantic technologies, like improved semantic 
searches. Based on the Topic Grid infrastructure in the background and the Topic Map 
technology’s concept of merging and identity, which allows automated integration of 
topic maps from diverse sources into a coherent new topic map, we enable distributed 
teams at different sites to use at least partially different ontologies while remaining able 
to search the complete Topic Map information space. 

As a first concrete application scenario, we think of developers documenting their cur-
rent development tasks and “lessons learned” using the semantic wiki to implement a 
kind of “self-organized experience factory unit” (cf. [ChMa05]). A suitable ontology for 
annotating their information serves as an entry point into the Topic Grid. New pages 
edited in the wiki can then automatically be added in a semantically structured way to 
the local Topic Map managed at the developer’s site and thus become part of the body of 
information in the Topic Grid. This body of information, however, will also be increased 
by many other Topic Map-aware applications. We have already implemented several 
prototypical applications for this purpose, e.g. a tool to generate a Topic Map semi-
automatically from a conventional document index provided by the Lucene tool 



[KoKS04] or a Topic Map-based web application modeling knowledge about refactoring 
tasks. 

The semantic search functionality offered by the semantic wiki is not limited to local 
wiki contents, but accesses the whole Topic Grid, hence tapping a very comprehensive 
knowledge base in order to satisfy the developer’s information needs that had arisen for 
him to successfully perform his current development activity. For example, questions 
like “What issues are involved when combining EJBs and JDBC?” can lead to the sys-
tem providing links to information resources containing the relevant information or even 
contact information of experienced colleagues, lesson learned stories, relevant design 
patterns, newsgroup postings etc. 

4 Conclusion and Outlook 

New Web-based collaboration technologies, such as wikis, which let users easily publish 
and share content, are thriving recently not only in the context of Web 2.0 and the Social 
Web, but also in various business contexts, and especially in the domain of software 
development. Although they lack sophistication, the strength of traditional wikis as a 
platform for collaborative authoring and sharing of contents lies in their simplicity and 
efficiency. As has been demonstrated in this paper, the “social software” wiki (cf. 
[Bäch06]) can be of great use for software engineering, not only in traditional applica-
tion areas such as distributed documentation. With the continuing evolution of wiki 
technology and the development of new methodological approaches, other usage scenar-
ios in software engineering can be opened up. We have presented Requirements Engi-
neering as well as Traceability and Rationale Management as two concrete examples of 
software development activities that can benefit from the methodical employment of 
wiki technology.  

Both application cases and their wiki-based implementations make it clear that wikis are 
in no way limited to open-source development, but are also an interesting and flexible 
approach for the support of enterprise processes. In the open-source domain, wikis have 
so far been employed as an “agile” tool for knowledge management and asynchronous 
collaboration. Aside from RE and TRM, other application areas of software development 
should be entered in the future, since—with the increasing specialization of roles in the 
development process—an ever growing amount of information requires distributed stor-
ing and automatic processing. 



To this end, however, an alleviation of the weak points of traditional wikis regarding 
machine-interpretable structuring of contained knowledge is necessary. In traditional 
wikis, a metadata infrastructure is absent, and information is usually handled in an ad 
hoc fashion. Semantic wikis represent an innovation that aims at expressing content in 
machine-processable forms that enhance search precision and logical reasoning. Based 
on two examples of prototypical semantic wiki implementations for architectural knowl-
edge sharing and software lessons learned management, we have demonstrated the po-
tential advantageousness of semantic wiki technology for distributed software develop-
ment scenarios. Although the added value that can be gained from semantic approaches 
in software development is not generally contested, their long-term success will depend 
considerably on the question how seamlessly they can be integrated in the core business 
processes without being perceived as causing too much undesired work overhead.   
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